
From: Sunset Advisory Commission 
To: Janet Wood 
Subject: FW: Public Input Form for Agencies Under Review (Public/After Publication) 
Date: Monday, December 10, 2018 5:06:56 PM 

-----Original Message-----
From: sunset@sunset.texas.gov <sunset@sunset.texas.gov> On Behalf Of Texas Sunset Commission 
Sent: Monday, December 10, 2018 4:41 PM 
To: Sunset Advisory Commission <Sunset@sunset.texas.gov> 
Subject: Public Input Form for Agencies Under Review (Public/After Publication) 

Agency: TEXAS%20BOARD%20PROFESSIONAL%20LAND%20SURVEYING 

First Name: Larry 

Last Name: Sherlock 

Title: Registered Professional Land Surveyor 

Organization you are affiliated with: RODS Surveying, Inc. 

Email: lsherlock@rods.cc 

City: Spring 

State: Texas 

Your Comments About the Staff Report, Including Recommendations Supported or 
Opposed: My college education at the University of Houston was in the engineering field (BSCE) and from that I 
speak with experience in both the engineering and surveying fields. Engineers work with numbers, the specifications 
for an 'X' bolt do not change from project to project; if a one-acre site needs so many cubic feet of detention, the 
one-acre site next to it will require the same amount of detention (given similar design criteria). Numbers, absolute 
numbers; two plus two always equals four. 
Surveyors work with numbers but the guiding precept in land surveying is 'intent', what was the intent of the grantor 
and the original surveyor. 
Numbers will not always provide you with this answer; it takes history of your parcel and others, legal precepts, 
judgement and experience to find that gold nugget of 'intent'. 

Any Alternative or New Recommendations on This Agency: 
I will agree with Staff that there are issues within the TBPLS that need to be addressed, but merging this board into 
the board of professional engineers is a mistake without equal. You would not contemplate merging the Texas 
medical board and the Texas bar or combining the Texas real estate commission with the Texas state board of title 
insurance, Staff's recommendation is just as misguided. If the Commission cannot see the need to keep the TBPLS 
as a separate entity, albeit with serious revamping, then my suggestion is that it be combined with The Texas bar 
association. This may seem unusual but attorneys are used to working with 'intent' and with surveyors when 'intent' 
has to be decided by a judge and jury. 
Thank you for your consideration 

My Comment Will Be Made Public: I agree 
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